EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS and Something’s Gone Wrong Numbers

UNIVERSITY POLICE/FIRE/RESCUE

330-972-2911 from a cell phone.

(911 on a cell phone gets Akron City dispatch,
330-972-2911 gets University of Akron dispatch, which is often faster.
They know where the buildings are.)

YOUR location BUILDING AND ROOM is listed on the sticker on your supervisor/coach envelope.

Something’s Gone Wrong with your Event? Please text us – the sooner dealt with, the better.

John Fellenstein 216-536-7581
Laurel Lohrey 216-379-6210

Please text if possible! You can be brief: “Call me @…”

(retrieving a voice mail takes more time than getting a text.)

STUDENT NEEDS HELP? Coach cell phone numbers are on your TEAM LIST.

Student team # is on his/her wrist band. Student’s team-member can possibly contact a responsible party, too.